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Assalammualaikum my Champions,

I've been thinking about the act of sinning and how it's actually "very
expensive"  . When I say "expensive", it's not because we are paying
for it in cash, but we are paying for it by sacrificing our mental /
spiritual / emotional / physical health! Think about it - doing
something that displeases Allah SWT does not affect His Majesty at
all, but it will, first and foremost, harm and affect us. Sins
cause us nothing but pain.



So all acts that Allah SWT deem as "sins" or "haram" is not because He
is out "to get us" or "trying to make our lives difficult", but it's
becauseHe is compassionately protecting us and preventing
us from doing what He knows will not be good for us. 

I remember Ustazah Farhana telling me once, "Aida, the Syariah, if
you really study and reflect upon it, is so compassionate and just, not
only for you as an individual, but for us as a whole community!" 

Thinking about this reminds me of the often-quoted Ayah, "perhaps
you hate a thing and it is good for you; and perhaps you love
a thing and it is bad for you. And Allah Knows, while you
know not." (Quran 2:216)
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Feeling envy or jealousy is natural - it’s almost impossible to think that we are
above this very basic human feeling. But what can we do to overcome it, how do
we control the triggers and why do we even feel it at all? It all may be too much
for us to process on our own, but your internet girlfriends are here to break it

down and let you know that it’s okay to feel these feelings!
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Speaking of sins, I found this very beautiful Dua that Rasulullah SAW

taught to his closest companion, Sayyidina Abu Bakr RA, on how to
protect ourselves from ourselves. It begins by highlighting Allah's

Greatness, Majesty, and Perfection and acknowledging how Allah
knows the Unseen and the Visible - which means He is perfectly aware

of all of our secrets and the potential that we have to do
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harm. Commenting on this supplication, Ibn al-Qayyim said, “The
Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم mentioned the two sources of evil: the self (nafs)
and the Shaytan. He also mentioned the two victims of evil;
i.e., it will return to oneself or his Muslim brother. Hence

this hadīth has combined the sources of evil, its causes, and
where it leads in the briefest yet clearest and most

comprehensive expression.”

 
This is not "muslim, muslim" but I legit LOL-ed! I can never fake an
accent, my Singaporean lahs and lors come out ever so often! What's

the best accent you can mimic?



*
Have you ever thought, "I don't feel Allah, and don't feel a connection

in my Solah"? I have, and I'm sure I'm not the only one. But Allah's
"connection" with us is ever-present and ever-strong, and

Alhamdulilllahhhhhhhhh for that! Unlike us, His Love knows no
bounds. His Compassion knows no limit, even though we falter again
and again. His Protection will never cease even though we have gone
days, weeks, months (!!!) neglecting Him! So if we ever feel we have
nothing to be grateful for, this very fact should wake us up. Ya Rabb,

Alhamdulillah for You being al-Wadud and At-Tawwab!

and with that, I hope you guys have enjoyed Closer.
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